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Letter from 
the president

Dear Reader: 

It is a pleasure to present the Enusa Group 2013 Annual Report where you can 
learn about our activities throughout this past year.

Enusa, as a public enterprise that operates in the nuclear field, has had to continue 
adapting to the new situation resulting from the country’s economic adjustments and 
the slowdown of programs in our sector.

The nuclear business in 2013 has still been affected by the Fukushima accident. Its most 
obvious consequences include the temporary shutdown of the Japanese reactors, the 
announced phase-out of the German plants, the uncertainly about construction of new 
nuclear power plants in the European region and the excess manufacturing capacity 
which requires Enusa to strive even harder for competitiveness and excellence.

We are still living in times of crisis, but in Enusa we have carried on with our efforts 
and maintained our enthusiasm to turn the worrisome question of “What’s going to 
happen?” into the more hopeful one of “What should we do?”.

We have restructured the Enusa Group organizational flow chart on the basis of improved 
efficiency and to take advantage of new market opportunities in the two main business 
areas where we have focused our activities: the nuclear business and the environmental 
business.

In the decade of the 1990s, we launched a policy of diversification in order to make the 
most of our technological and human resources potential in new business lines linked to 
a greater or lesser degree to our know-how and experience. However, looking to the future 
and in order to boost our competitiveness, we have begun a process of disinvestment 
in 2013 that has resulted in the sale of Enusegur and ETSA Doi, the beginning of the 
disinvestment of Molypharma, the takeover merger of Teconma and the takeover merger 
of Desorción Térmica by EMGRISA. 

Thus, our new structure reflects the key strategies, which are: continue with the disinvestment 
projects in the areas outside our core businesses, integrate the fuel area operating activities 
for enhanced efficiency and develop activities associated with spent fuel, all with the aim of 

internationalizing our fuel and environmental businesses and building adequate organizations 
that enable us to boost the company’s competitiveness.

The new Managements that have been created and that are setting the direction for the 
nearest future are: the Systems and Quality Management which defines and encompasses the 
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Organization’s culture; the Internal Audit Management which will 
help us to improve our management; the Nuclear Fuel Operations 
and Technology & Business Development Managements which 
will strengthen our traditional core business; and the Finance and 
Investment Management which includes the environmental area 
and is responsible for finalizing the disinvestment processes and 
completing the decommissioning of the mining operations.

Our structure also includes the Organization and Human Resources 
Management, the Legal Consultancy and the Uranium Procurement 
Management, which will still have their previous responsibilities and will 
collaborate in the development of the new strategy we have defined.

Focusing on Enusa’s own activity and from a commercial perspective, 
our most important milestone in 2013 has been the signature of two 
contracts with the Spanish electric utilities for the supply of 20 fuel 
assembly refuelings. With this negotiation, Enusa will be in charge 
of manufacturing fuel assemblies and providing engineering and 
irradiated fuel management support services.

Last year the Juzbado factory produced 351.5 tons of uranium 
equivalent (tU), 64% of which was exported. Furthermore, it has 
implemented all the modifications resulting from the stress tests 
performed throughout the year.

To seize the new market opportunities in 2013, we have been preparing 
ourselves to offer our services to Enresa for ATC-related activities. 
In addition to our traditional capabilities, we are developing new 
capabilities in the areas of spent fuel transport logistics and drawing 
up environmental radiation monitoring plans related to the future ATC.   

As for our international business, we continue with initiatives in 
emerging countries that are developing nuclear energy, such as 
China and Brazil. This has led to the signature of the first contract for 
the supply of manufacturing and inspection equipment for the fuel 
factories of Yibin (China) and INB (Brazil). 

The R&D&I activity has also been significant; 15 new research projects 
have been approved by SEPI, which has required an investment 
effort approaching 5 million Euros and a dedication equivalent to 20 
researchers/year.

On the other hand, the Ciudad Rodrigo Environmental Center 
moves forward with the decommissioning activities. In 2013 we 
have submitted the corresponding Quercus Plant dismantling 
documentation to the Nuclear Safety Council.

 Our Technical Environmental Office continues to undertake initiatives 
in the areas of energy recovery and treatment of agricultural and 
livestock wastes in the biogas plant that we have in the town of 
Juzbado (Salamanca) and of urban solid wastes in the Cervera del 
Maestre plant (Castellón). The former has obtained authorization as 
an organic waste management agency and the latter has treated, 
without incidents, the wastes generated in the 49 municipalities 
forming the consortium for this Zone 1 of Castellón.

In spite of the uncertainties related to its imminent disinvestment, 
Molypharma has maintained its leadership position in the 
radiopharmaceutical market by providing the magnificent services 
that have earned the company its deserved reputation and the 
interest of possible investors.

Included in our two main business areas – nuclear and environmental 
– are ETSA and EMGRISA, respectively. ETSA is restructuring now that 
it has ceased operations in the area of explosives and is exploring 
new business options, including logistic support for the future ATC 
project. On its part, EMGRISA, in view of the slowdown of business in 
the public sector, is in the midst of a process of internationalization, 
primarily in countries in South America and the Middle East. On one 
hand its Thermal Desorption plant is working in Kuwait to treat and 
decontaminate soils contaminated by hydrocarbons, and on the other, 
given the good prospects in South America, it has created a subsidiary 
– EMGRISA-Peru – to drum up business in that region.

I would like to thank our shareholders, customers, partners and 
the communities where we operate for their ongoing support and 
collaboration.

And I would like to conclude this letter by thanking the workers of 
the Enusa Group for rising to the challenges we have faced. Enusa’s 
reality is the force of its workers who day by day, with their efforts and 
involvement, demonstrate a high level of professionalism. Thanks to 
their commitment, dedication and experience, we will maintain our 
market position and we hope to reap further successes in the future. 
With enthusiasm, confidence, optimism and hard work, we continue 
down the path towards competitiveness and excellence.

José L. González
President
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Who are we?
In 2013, the Enusa Group was formed by the parent company, Enusa 
Industrias Avanzadas, S.A., (hereinafter, Enusa) and the subsidiaries 
ETSA, Enusegur, ETSA Doi, Molypharma, EMGRISA, Desotermia 
and Teconma. As of 1 January 2014, it will comprise Enusa, ETSA, 
Molypharma and EMGRISA. 

Enusa is a public enterprise in which the Sociedad Estatal de 
Participaciones Industriales (SEPI), an agency of the Ministry of 
Finance and Public Administrations, holds a 60% share and the Centro 
de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas 
(CIEMAT), which in turn is attached to the Ministry of Economy and 
Competitiveness, the remaining 40%.

Enusa divides its activities into two business areas: nuclear and 
environmental. 

summary document
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The traditional core activity of the nuclear business is the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle, 
which consists of: 

– Management of the supply of enriched uranium to the Spanish nuclear power plants

– The design, manufacture and supply of fuel to national and foreign nuclear power 
plants 

– Engineering services in everything related to the management and optimization of 
fuel use in the reactor 

– Fuel services in activities involving fresh and irradiated fuel inspection, repair and 
handling, acting as support to the nuclear power plants

The nuclear activities also include the development of technological capabilities for the 
back end of the fuel cycle, the sale of fresh and irradiated fuel inspection equipment and 
the management of nuclear and radioactive material transports through its subsidiary ETSA. 
Molypharma is responsible for the manufacture and distribution of radiopharmaceuticals for 
nuclear medicine.

The company also undertakes environmental activities focusing on the reclamation of former 
uranium mining installations and the treatment of urban solid, agricultural and livestock and 
agro-industrial wastes. In addition, through its subsidiary EMGRISA, it manages industrial 
wastes and characterizes and treats contaminated soils and water. 

Enusa currently has three work centers and two industrial facilities: a fuel assembly factory in 
Juzbado and an environmental center in Ciudad Rodrigo, both in the province of Salamanca, 
and the corporate headquarters located in Madrid. The company also manages a biogas 
plant in the town of Juzbado (Salamanca) and another urban solid waste plant in Cervera del 
Maestre (Castellón). 
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Corporate Governance 

Mission, vision and values
Enusa considers that the best guarantee of its commitment to the creation of value for 
all persons and the different collectives with which it is related is through professional 
performance in accordance with its mission, vision and values.

Mission
Continuously provide to society, on a longterm basis, first-rate, competitive and safe products 
that support human and professional development, environmental protection and adequate 
profitability.

Vision
This is based on business lines in technology and service areas developed on the basis of its 
structural capabilities in the treatment and management of nuclear and radioactive materials 
and that combine mature markets with other emerging markets with other emerging markets 
with a significant growth potential.

Values
Priority attention to quality, safety and the environment. Attention to, trust in, understanding 
of and respect for people. Training. A teamwork spirit. Leadership, innovation, professionalism 
and honesty. Perseverance in work and a desire to excel. Transparency and constructive self-
criticism. Participation, commitment and communication.

Global Compact 
Since 2002 we founder members of the Spanish Network of UN Global Compact (ASEPAM). We 
actively support this initiative and the Ten Principles on Human Rights, Labour, Environment 
and Anti-Corruption.
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Applies to all of Enusa’s workers and subsidiaries, as well as all 
independent professionals who execute jobs or projects for the 
company.

The following principles describe the organization’s commitment 
to Social Responsibility and Business Ethics. Our Corporate Code of 
Conduct is based on them.

Principles of Social Responsibility
1. Rejection of child labor and forced labor.
2. Environmental protection, health and occupational 

safety.
3. Support for freedom of association.
4. Non-discrimination.
5. Sufficient pay to workers.
6. Supplier relations based on the principles of this Code.
7. Commitment to Company improvement.

Principles of Business Ethics
1. Commitment to quality and safety.
2. Accurate records.
3. Opposition to commercial favors.
4. Avoidance of conflicts of interest.
5. Rejection of favoritism.
6. Prevention of fraud, theft and crime against property.
7. Prosecution and penalization of harassment in the 

workplace.
8. Prevention of illicit use of confidential or privileged 

information.
9. Political and community activities. Public declarations.
10. Prudent use of information and new technologies.                            

Code of 
conduct
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Board of 
Directors 

Members of the Board
Mercedes Real Rodrigálvarez
SEPI
Energy Division Director 

Efrén L. Martínez Izquierdo
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Environment

Beatriz Rodríguez 
Alcobendas
Technical Office Manager
General Comptroller’s Office 
of the State Administration

María Dolores Rodríguez 
Maroto
Counsel of the Office of 
the Secretary of State for 
Business Affairs
Ministry of Economy 
and Competitiveness

Javier Arana Landa
Deputy General Director 
of Nuclear Energy
Ministry of Industry, 
Energy and Tourism

Ana Collados Martín-
Posadillo
CIEMAT
General Secretary

Fernando Irurzun Montoro
Deputy General Director, 
Litigation Services
State Attorneys’ Office

Luis M. Aguado Díaz
Deputy General Director 
of Special Sectors
Spanish Agricultural 
Guarantee Fund
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Environment

Francisco Javier Muñoz Regueira
Director of the Office of the 
Secretary of State for Public 
Administrations
Ministry of Finance and Public 
Administrations

Non-Member Secretary to 
the Board:
Fernando Lozano Sánchez
Director of Legal Department 
Enusa Industrias Avanzadas, S.A.

Chairman 
José L. González Martínez

Enusa Industrias Avanzadas, S.A. 
Chairman 

Vice Chairman
Cayetano López Martínez

 CIEMAT
CEO
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Legal Department & 
Secretary of the Board
Fernando Lozano Sánchez 

Organitation & Human 
Resources
Begoña Díaz-Varela Arrese

Operations Nuclear Fuel
Fco. Javier Montes Navarro

Internal Auditing
Mercedes Valcárcel Dueñas

Systems & Qualilty
Julián Andrés González

Chairman & CEO
José L. González Martínez

Business Development & 
Technology
Roberto González Villegas 

Uranium Procurement
Germán García-Calderón 
Romeo 

Financial & Industrial 
Investment
Juan I. Artieda González-Granda

Executive 
Committee 
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Main economic figures

Turnover*

Turnover 

Alter-Tax P&L *

Enusa Group  (million €)

Enusa (million €)

Alter-Tax P&L 

Total assets/net worth & 
liabilities

Net worth 
(excluding year-end P&L)

Net worth 
(excluding year-end P&L)

Total assets/net worth & 
liabilities

(*) The process to sell Molypharma, S.A. is now under way. Therefore, all the figures for this company are now included in the consolidated accounts as Non-Cu-
rrent Assets Held for Sale, Liabilities Linked to Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations in 2013. The consolidated P&L Account for the 
fiscal year ending on 31 December 2012 has been restated for purposes of comparison with the P&L account for 2013.

28
9 43

7
20

13

20
12

5 8
20

13

20
12

60
8

49
9

20
13

20
12

114 119
20

13

20
12

89 93
20

13

20
12

51
3

20
13

20
12

3 9
20

13

20
12

26
6

42
4

20
13

20
12

46
4

Investments tangible

Investments tangible

20
13

20
12

4
20

13

20
12

4.4 4.4

3.
5
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Signature by the electric utilities of the agreement to extend the 
refueling supply and associated services contracts for the five Spanish 
PWR reactors

Completion of the modifications implemented in the factory after the 
stress tests required by the Nuclear Safety Council

Signature of the first manufacturing and inspection equipment supply 
contract for the fuel factories of Yibin (China) and INB (Brazil) 

Submission of the Quercus Plant dismantling project to the Nuclear 
Safety Council 

Authorization of the Juzbado biogas plant as an organic waste 
management agency 

EMGRISA begins a process of internationalization. It registers the 
EMGRISA brand in Chile and Peru

Desorción Térmica, S.A. participates in a hydrocarbon-contaminated soil 
treatment and decontamination project in Kuwait

Approval by SEPI of the acquisition by EMGRISA of Cetransa’s share in 
Desotermia and subsequent takeover merger of the latter by EMGRISA

The SEPI Board of Directors agrees to the merger of Enusa and Teconma, 
which is in the process of liquidation and dissolution, and the sale of 
Enusegur and ETSA-Doi 

Milestones 2013
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ETSA

84 national 

34 international 

118 Enusa shipments

1,116 fuel assemblies 
manufactured

66.5 million pellets 
manufactured  

464 for pressurized 
water reactors

PWR

652 for boiling 
water reactors 

BWR

Juzbado Fuel 
Assembly Factory 
351.5 tons of uranium equivalent (tU) 
produced, of which 64% was exported to 
nuclear power plants in France, Sweden and 
Belgium

With two uranium pellets of 6 grams each, 
enough electric energy is obtained to supply a 
one-family home for one

10 mm
8 mm
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Juzbado Biogas Plant 

Castellón USW Plant 

63,375 tons of urban solid wastes managed in 
Zone 1 of Castellón (49 municipalities and 
160,000 inhabitants on average a year)

EMGRISA 
13,000 Tn of decontaminated soil, 10,000 Tn in Kuwait and 

3,000 Tn in Spain

6,239

7,890

tons of agricultural and 
livestock waste treated

hours of operation of the 
cogeneration unit  

3,400,811

5,605

kWh of renewable electric 
power generated  

m3 of liquid digestate used as liquid 
fertilizer in nearby fields
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EFG 
Commercial alliance 

between Wh & Enusa 
WESTINGHOUSE
Technology transference
Agreement

GNF
Technology 

transference
Agreement

GENUSA 
Commercial alliance 

between GNF & Enusa

Commercial & 
Strategic Alliances 
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SNGC 
Commercial alliance between ENSA, 
TECNATOM, RINGO & Enusa to supply 
nuclear services to China & South 
America

KNF 
Technological 
Cooperation
Agreement 

MNF 
Technology 
exchange
Agreement
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Fuel area costumers 

ENDESA
IBERDROLA
GAS NATURAL 
FENOSA
SPAIN
Almaraz I & II
Ascó I & II
Vandellós II
Garoña
Cofrentes
Trillo*

ELECTRABEL
BELGIUM
Doel 
Tihange

TVO
FINLAND
Olkiluoto 1

E.ON
SWEDEN
Oskarshamn 

VATTENFALL
SWEDEN 
Forsmark 
Ringhals 
Ringhals

EdF
FRANCE
Cruas
Belleville
Tricastin
Dampierre
Blayais
Gravelines
Chinon
Saint Laurent
Paluel

*Only fuel and uranium procurement services are supplied to the Trillo nuclear power plant.

GENUSA

Enusa

EFG
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COFIVACASA
Minas de Calas (Huelva)

TECONMA
Cervera de Maestre (Castellón)

DIRECCIÓN. GENERAL DE POLICÍA (DGP)
Madrid

ENRESA
Andújar (Jaén)
La Haba (Bajadoz)

BERKELEY
Retortillo (Salamanca)

IBERDROLA
Juzbado (Salamanca)

Environmental area customers
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People are our key assets. 

Our responsible corporate management is based on training, respect and 
implication with and by the worker.

People

Nº employees subsidiaries

Nº employees 
Enusa

Nº employees 
Enusa Group

51 52
20

13

EMGRISA

45 43
20

13

ETSA

7 0
20

13

ETSA-Doi

12 160 0

20
13

20
13

Enusegur TECONMA

48

6

20
13

20
13

Molypharma Desotermia

50

6

20
12

20
12

20
12

20
12

20
12

20
12

20
12

592

777

603
754

20
13

20
13

20
12

20
12
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Percentage Staff by sex Enusa

2O13

2O12

77.5%

22.6%

21.6%

Enusa staff evolution according to age groups 

2O13

2O12 9

12

23

40

34

9

57

62

73

113

75

79

12

12

31

35

38

8

56

88

103

72

78

70

78.4%
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The ongoing training of our workers is one of our strategic 
mainstays. 

Enusa executes a General Training and Development 
Plan on a yearly basis that aims at the ongoing, integral 
evolution of employees in order to adapt and qualify 
them to meet the increasingly demanding requirements 
of the market and our customers. This program includes 
upgrading to new scenarios and technological changes, 
the development of professional skills and capabilities, 
quality, the safety of people and installations, industrial 
risk prevention and environment.
 

Training indicators Enusa Group

85
5,

49
8

77
2,

93
3

20
13

20
12

23
,3

52

19
,6

33
20

13

20
12

Training hours Total investment  €

Training and 
development

3,
54

8

4,1
71

20
13

20
12

Number of trainees
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20
13

Occupational 
health and safety

Caring for and protecting the safety and health of all workers has 
been a top priority for the Enusa Group since the very beginning.

We have a strong commitment to the safety of employees, society 
and the environment through training, information, prevention 
and development of new projects.

Hours Attendess

Enusa Group Training in health and IRP 

3,379

914

3,354

1,047

20
13

20
12

20
12
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Quality 
In the Enusa Group, we have always aimed at quality as a strategic factor and one of 
the basic mainstays in the conduct of all our businesses.

We have played a proactive role in the implementation and development of 
Management and Continuous Improvement Systems, which enables us to maintain 
business strategies that ensure growth and competitiveness.

Audits of Enusa

2012 2013

Internal audits made 14 Quality Management 
1 Environmental Management 

15 Quality Management 
1 Environmental Management

External audits received 6 Quality Management 
1 Environmental Management

11 Quality Management 
1 Environmental Management

Supplier audits 10 6

Continuous improvement 
On the way to excellence, we still focus on Continuous Improvement, a basic tool 
that includes a whole series of techniques involving the analysis, rationalization and 
optimization of productive processes. 

We have 2 Master Black Belts dedicated full time to improvement activities, 4 Black 
Belts and 39 Green Belts, all of them certified
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Society
We contribute to the social development of the communities where we operate and promote activities that 
have a direct impact on their economic, social and cultural development. 

We have a strong social commitment to our environment and collaborate in cultural and educational projects 
with Foundations, Universities and several social organizations of the Castilla-León region and the province 
of Salamanca
  

Added value of Enusa in Salamanca  (€)

2012 2013

Suppliers 5,657,920.7 6,146,868.9

Customs 20,541,000 22,504,000

Taxes & other expenses 216,120.6 251,980.5

Travel expenses: 500 people and 610 hotel Stays and dinners 
(estimated expenses)

56,160 55,587

Payroll + SS 18,320,391.3 19,700,384.3

 TOTAL 44,791,592.5 48,658,820.6
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Communication 
with Our Stakeholders 
Dialogue with stakeholders is an essential element 
in Enusa. The company strives to promote 
mechanisms of dialogue and communication 
and also to maintain close relationships in order 
to create trust and learn about the concerns and 
needs of all its stakeholders.

What is sought with the 
dialogue?

– Enable the stakeholders to directly take part in 
important affairs of the organization

– Foster innovation in the company when it knows 
the concerns and needs of each stakeholder

– Maintain and boost company´s reputation

– Identify new markets and business opportunities 
when there is a greater level of understanding 
of the reality surrounding the company (social, 
economic and environmental reality)

Shareholders

Regulatory bodies

Public administration 

Human resources

Staff

Workers’ committees

Partners

Technological

Business

Customers

Suppliers

Society

Local communities

Workers’ committees

NGOS AND CIVIL ORGANIZATIONS

Associations and foundations 

Professional organizations and associations

Academic institutions

Communication media

Who are our stakeholders?
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Should we talk? 
Write to us at relin@enusa.es 

– Welcome manual 
– Corporate Intranet 
– Different committees 
– Internal notices 
– Email account relin@enusa.es. 
– Corporate communication 
– Corporate Web 
– B2B. 
– Satisfaction surveys 
– Annual Report 
– Congresses, exhibitions and trade fairs 
– Cultural visits to the factory

“Communication 
is the only path to 
understanding” 
Anonymous

What are our 
channels of 

communication?
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Population Dose of Saelices 

Environment
We are aware of our responsibility to the environment and therefore we strictly control the 
impact of our activities on our surroundings.

Our companies have Environmental Management Systems endorsed by certifications and 
manuals approved by the competent regulatory authorities. 

The Juzbado fuel element factory and Saelices-Ciudad Rodrigo Environmental Center divide 
their management into activities of radiological control and non-radiological control.

 
Evolution of radioactive liquid effluents of Juzbado 

Alpha activity discharged to river (Mbq/t-U)

2012 0.05

2013 0.04

 

Evolution of radioactive 
gaseous effluent 
emissions 

0.
24

0.
23

20
13

20
12

Exposed workers Critical individual
Effective dose 
(microSv/a)

Gaseous effluents Niños de un año 5.16

Liquid effluents Niños de un año 0.72

Specific limit of the installation 300 microSv/a

General Limit 1000 microSv/a

summary document
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2,307,138

14,613,417

118,7872,688,000

15,511,880

88,574

20
13

20
13

20
13

20
12

20
12

20
12

5,3
82

.9

4,6
73

20
13

20
12

4,1
85

,44
7

5,3
93

,8
60

20
13

20
12

Hazardous Inert Urban solid

19
,57

4

31
,6

20

14
,13

9

37
,8

20

20
13

20
13

20
12

20
12

Sanitary Recyclable urban 
assimilable 

30 10
5,8

60

15
,0

28

39 28
,53

0

20
13

20
13

20
13

20
12

20
12

20
12

48
3,1

80

Enusa’s environmental investments (€)Greenhouse gas emissions of Enusa (Tn CO2)

Paper consumption 
(nº sheets) 

Water consumption 
(m3)

Electricity consumption 
(kWh)

Main environmental performance data of the Enusa Group

Managed by Enusa wastes (kg) 
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